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Dear parents, 
 
we are very happy that your child will be with us in our Berlitz English Camp in Wenzigerode. 
To ensure a successful learning experience, we would like you to carefully read the following 
detailed information about the camp. 

Camp address Berlitz Kids & Teens English Camp 
c/o Seminarpünktchen Hoffnung 
Seminarhaus Keil GmbH, Frau Ilse Keil 
Ebersbergstr. 15 
34596 Wenzigerode 
Tel: 05621 5814 
gestuetundkinderferienhofkeil@gmx.de 
Webseite 

Housing The participants will be accommodated in rooms with 4 to 6 beds. Bed 
linen will not be provided by the house. 

Additionally to pack  Bed linen (fitted sheet, pillowcase, bed cover) 

 Rainproof and weather appropriate clothing 

 For riding: riding helmet (obligatory due to insurance), boots with 
heels (e.g. rubber boots), trousers without sturdy seam 

 

 

Arrival Arrival between 02.00 pm and 02.30 pm 

Departure Picking up at 10.00 am 
We would like to say good-bye to you and your children. 

How to get there From north: Via motorway A7 Hamburg-Hanover-Kassel, then motorway 
A49 until exit Borken (Hesse) 

From west: Via motorway A44 Dortmund-Kassel, then motorway A49 until 
exit Borken (Hesse) 

 From north and west continue on interstate B3 in the direction of 
Marburg/Bad Zwesten, then turn right in the direction of Kersten-
hausen and keep right at road K74 in the direction of Bad Wildungen/ 
Wenzigerode/Betzigerode. The house is on the right side, shortly 
behind the city sign. 

 From south: Via motorway A7 Frankfurt/Würzburg-Munich until exit 
Homberg (Efze), then via interstate B323 in the direction of Bad Wil-
dungen/Fritzlar 

 From east: Via motorway A4 Dresden-Eisenach, then via motorway A7 
until Homberg (Efze) and interstate B323 in the direction of Bad Wil-
dungen/Fritzlar 

From south and east continue on road K40 in the direction of Homberg 
(Efze) and Holzhausen, follow road L3224 and die L3149 until interstate 
B3, then continue as if you come from north or west. 

 

mailto:gestuetundkinderferienhofkeil@gmx.de
http://gestuet-und-kinderferienhof-keil.de/
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If you have any further questions, please contact your contact person (see first page). 

Your Berlitz Team 


	Dear parents,
	Housing

